1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to announce some newembedding, homeomorphism, and characterization theorems regarding certain infinite-dimensional manifolds. We list these theorems below along with some of the principal known results in this area. It is expected that these new results will constitute a portion of the author's dissertation and their proofs will appear in a longer paper that is in preparation.
Definitions and notation. Each infinite-dimensional separable
Fréchet space (and therefore each infinite-dimensional separable Banach space) is homeomorphic to 5, the countable infinite product of open intervals ( -1, 1) (see [3] Let a be the set consisting of all points in 5 having at most finitely many nonzero coordinates and define a a-manifold to be a separable metric manifold modeled on a. Let 2 be the set consisting of all points in 5 having at most finitely many coordinates not in [ -J, J] and define a H-manifold to be a separable metric manifold modeled on 2.
A subset K of a space X is a Z-set in X if K is closed and if for every nonnull homotopically trivial open set U in X, U\K is nonnull and homotopically trivial.
A subset M of a metric space X is said to have the {finite-dimensional) compact absorption property
(1) M = U».iM n , where M n is a (finite-dimensional) compact Z-set in X, and (2) for each (finite-dimensional) compact set K in X, each integer tn>0, and each e>0, there is an integer n>0 and an embedding h:K~->M n such that /*|i£fW w ==id and d(h, id)<€.
An (f-d) cap-set for X is a set which has the (f-d) cap in X. We adopt the convention that the symbol (f-d) cap implies two alternative conditions, one for ƒ-d cap and the other for cap. In [2] it is shown that a is an f-d cap-set for s and S is a cap-set for s.
Let X be a space and let 11 be an open cover of X. A function f:X-*X is said to be limited by °IL provided that for each xÇzX, x and f(x) are both contained in some member of C U. By SP^U) we will mean the nth star of the cover C U. As in [6] , a subset K of a space X is said to be strongly negligible provided that given any open cover 11 of X, there is a homeomorphism of X onto X\K which is limited by
e0 is said to have infinite deficiency (or infinite codimension) if for each of infinitely many different coordinate directions, K projects onto a single interior point of ( -1, 1). 
Principal results on F, Q, 2, and o--manifolds.

THEOREM 16. If X is an F or Q-manifold and M is an f-d cap (or cap)-set for X, then M is a a (or ?£)-manifold.
THEOREM 17. If X is an F or Q-manifold, M and N are (f-d) cap-sets for X, and 'U is an open cover of X, then there is a homeomorphism of X onto itself which takes M onto N and is limited by
